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By Mr. Garrity of Boston, petition of M. A. O’Brien, Jr., that

Congress be memorialized in relation to the proper observance of
the anniversary of the founding of the American Republic. Ways
and Means (Joint). Jan. 16,1924.

Resolve in Relation to the Proper Observance of the Found-
ing of the American Republic.

1 Whereas, In two years a century and a half will have
2 elapsed since the signing on July fourth, seventeen hun-
-3 dred and seventy-six, of that memorable assertion of
4 freedom and human rights, the Declaration of Inde-
5 pendence; and

on of Independence was fol-
struggle fraught with suffer-
in which three and one half
ted their freedom from the

6 Whereas, The Declaral
7 lowed by seven years of
8 ing, hunger and defeat -

9 million frontiersmen wre
10 tyranny of Great Britain and made real upon this
11 continent their ideals of self-government; and
12 Whereas, The nation which was founded through the
13 sacrifices of these patriots has grown to be the greatest
14 and richest nation on the earth and is now not only the
15 most powerful, but also one of the oldest of republics;
16 and
17 Whereas, The ideals of life, liberty and the pursuit of
18 happiness for all upon which this nation was founded
19 can only be preserved by recurring again and again to
20 these foundation principles in which it was conceived,
21 and the struggles and suffering of the brave men and
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22 women who believed in them with passionate faith
23 therefore be it
24 Resolved, That congress be and is hereby memorialized
25 to pass necessary legislation to fittingly celebrate the
26 one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the founding of
27 this republic and to give prominence in such celebration
28 to an exposition of the documents and relics related to
29 the heroic struggle for freedom of this nation, and be it
30 further
31 Resolved, That properly attested copies of this resolu-
-32 tion be sent to the presiding officers of both houses of
33 congress and to each member thereof from Massachu-
-34 setts.


